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Abstract 
 Intermediate mass fragments (IMF) emitted with mul-
tiplicity MIMF ≥ 3 at mid-velocity in semi-central reactions 
induced by 124Sn projectile (35 A.MeV) on 64Ni target 
have been studied.  The results show a clear correlation 
between the fragment sizes and the corresponding trans-
verse velocities. We interpret this correlation as signature 
of hierarchy effects in nuclear multifragmentation. A cor-
relation with the fragments isospin contents is also found. 
Qualitative comparisons with SMF calculations suggests 
that these correlations are good observables for the sym-
metry term of the EOS at sub-saturation density.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
In the study of the reactions 124Sn+64Ni and 
112Sn+58Ni with the Chimera detector, the time-
scale for fragments formation has been recently 
investigated [1], in order to disentangle between 
prompt dynamical and sequential statistical 
emission. In semi-peripheral reactions prompt 
emitted light particles (Z≤9) are mainly origi-
nated by the fragmentation of the neck in a short 
time within 40-80 fm/c after the re-separation of 
the two main partners PLF (projectile-like) and 
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TLF (target-like) of the reaction. Dynamical 
IMFs emission  is characterized by larger N/Z 
ratio and angular anisotropies respect to parti-
cles produced in sequential statistical emission 
[2]. Fast emission of heavier fragments (Z≥10) 
happens generally at later stage of the neck frag-
mentation process. Recently [3] has been shown 
that this last process can be interpreted in the 
framework of the so-called “dynamical fission” 
of a projectile-like fragment.  The aim of this 
report is to study the transition between periph-
eral and central collisions in dissipative process. 
When going towards more central collisions, 
progressively a multifragmentation decay with 
higher IMFs multiplicity takes place with re-
spect to the peripheral collision where the coex-
istence of prompt emission and sequential decay 
was observed [4]. In order to better explore this 
transition region we have analysed semi-central 
collisions in the 124Sn+64Ni reaction looking at 
events in which together with a PLF and TLF 
residue fragments a further multiplicity M≥3 of 
light IMFs are present.  
 
RESULTS 
For the class of events in which the total 
charge ZTOT and the total parallel momentum 
are respectively greater than 70% of the total 
charge and projectile momentum of the collid-
ing nuclei we have considered three different 
bins of the total charged particle multiplicity M, 
going from semi-peripheral reactions (M≤6, 
b/bmax>0.7), to the most dissipative collisions 
(M>12, b/bmax<0.1). For the intermediate total 
multiplicity bin 7≤M≤12 we have analysed the 
class of events in which after selection of PLF 
and TLF residue fragments, a multiplicity M≥3 
of IMFs are present (thus, for the selected 
events total IMF multiplicty is MIMF≥5). For 
these fragments, in the c.m. system, the parallel 
and the transverse velocity components respect 
to the separation axis VPLF – VTLF vector have 
been evaluated.  The parallel and the transverse 
velocity of the IMFs were evaluated event by 
event and, thus ordered according to their size. 
Fig 1 shows the parallel a) and transverse ve-
locities b) distributions. The result shows a clear 
tendency to some “hierarchy” effect in the 
transverse velocity distribution: the greatest 
transverse velocity is reached by the lightest 
fragments. In contrast, a such effect is not evi-
denced for the parallel velocity distribution. 
 
Fig.  1: a) Parallel velocity distributions for events with 3 
IMFs sorted as a function of fragment charge. Black thick 
line (biggest charge), thin blue line (intermediate), red 
dot-dashed (smallest charge); b) the same for the IMFs 
transverse velocity.  
  
 
Fig.  2: Transverse flow V1 a) and elliptic flow V2 b) as a 
function of the parallel velocity for fragments ordered in a 
rank based on charge: biggest fragment (circle), 
intermediate fragment (squares), smallest fragments 
(triangles). 
 
In order to get more insight into this “hierarchy” 
effect we have constructed, for the selected 
events, the IMFs azimuthal angular distributions 
respect to the reaction plane defined as the 
normal vector to the plane defined by n=(VS x 
VCM) where VS = VPLF-VTLF and VCM is the 
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beam velocity direction in the center of mass 
reference system.  
Fig. 3 shows the isospin asymmetry distribu-
tion as a function of the transverse velocity for 
the biggest fragment (black circle), the interme-
diate one (blue square) and the smallest one (red 
triangle) in the charge rank. We note the ten-
dency for the isospin asymmetry to lowering at 
increasing of the transverse velocity. For all 
transverse velocities the lighter fragments have 
always the largest asymmetry.   
Flow observables are obtained from the 
Fourier expansion of the azimuthal distribu-
tions:  
     dN/dφ = 1 + V1cos(φ) + 2V2cos(2φ)  
where V1 and V2 are the transverse and elliptic 
flow respectively.  V1 gives indication of the 
azimuthal anisotropy in the reaction plane. Fig 
2a) shows V1 as a function of laboratory parallel 
velocity respectively for the biggest fragment 
(black circle), the intermediate one (blue square) 
and the smallest one (red triangle). The largest 
slopes for V1 are reached by the biggest 
fragment indicating the tendency for emission in 
the reaction plane in an aligned configuration 
with PLF or TLF. The slope becomes less 
steeper following the rank in the charge 
hierarchy. This behaviour is confirmed in fig. 
2b) where V2 is shown for the same particles as 
a function of laboratory parallel velocity. A 
positive V2 values indicates a preferential 
emission in the reaction plane. We note also a 
tendency for the lightest particles in the rank to 
have a flat distribution, probably indicating the 
competition of different reaction mechanisms in 
their formation. 
It is interesting to compare the experimental 
data with the results of SMF [5] simulations, 
performed for neutron rich and neutron poor 
Sn+Sn symmetric reactions at 50 A.MeV [6]. In 
these simulations a similar hierarchy effect in 
transverse velocity is shown and interpreted as 
an interplay between neck fragmentation and 
the onset of the multifragmentation.  The calcu-
lations show a sensitivity to the choice of differ-
ent symmetry term behaviour in the nuclear 
EOS. For example, in the calculation for a soft 
symmetry term of the EOS no difference in the 
isospin content of the fragments is found as a 
function of the rank hierarchy. In contrast, a 
stiffer symmetry term EOS produces a marked 
difference: the asymmetry increases following 
the rank in hierarchy.  
The preliminary experimental results shown 
here indicate a first evidence of a correlation 
between the fragments isospin contents and the 
transverse velocity suggesting a valuable input 
for future analysis for studying the symmetry 
term of the EOS. 
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